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A guide to patient-led comics creation  

This guide is based on activities undertaken as part of the ACE-funded Creating Comics with People with 

Dementia project. In this project, we piloted a collaborative, patient-led approach to health comics creation. 

Artists and people living with dementia worked together in a series of arts workshops to find ways to 

represent and depict the condition in a comics format. The following guide outlines how we went about this 

and describes an approach that could be adapted for projects focusing on other health conditions.  

General tips 
The following are some ideas and tips that could be useful in any/all sessions. 

 Introducing comics 

o If members of the group are not familiar with comics about serious topics, leave out a 

selection of comics for them to browse. These could be about the specific topic/condition 

being discussed and/or comics that deal with health or serious issues more generally. If 

possible, bring an assortment of lengths and formats (e.g. books, single issues, minicomics) 

so that people new to comics can appreciate the range of publications. 

o Mom’s Cancer by Brian Fies is a good introductory comic for those new to the medium or 

new to the idea of telling health stories through comics. Its layout is easy to read for people 

who are not accustomed to reading comics; the topic is serious; and the issues and themes 

are relevant to many readers. 

 Bringing review materials and workshop supplies 

o When bringing drafts, sketches, and materials for participants to review, print them out and 

bring enough for each participant to have a copy (rather than displaying a digital draft on a 

screen or a single poster-size printout). Participants may want to handle the materials, write 

or draw on them, or take them home for further review.  

o Bring scissors and tape. In the case of the dementia comic’s character design printouts, 

participants wanted to mix and match aspects of the artwork (such as seeing one design’s 

head on another design’s body). 

o Keep a piece of flipchart paper on the table and make sure everyone has some post-it notes 

so they can add a post-it with words/images to provide suggestions and feedback at any 

time without needing to address the whole group or feel they are interrupting a discussion. 

  

https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/esri/research/projects/dementia-comics/#d.en.96798
https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/esri/research/projects/dementia-comics/#d.en.96798
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 Managing group activities 

o For drawing/writing tasks, give participants the option to work in pairs or small groups to 

lessen pressure on individuals who may not feel confident. Alternatively, appoint a volunteer 

or support worker as a scribe for a group. 

o Approaches need to be tailored to the needs of the group – and often adapted as you 

progress through the workshop, or series of workshops. 

o Adopt a ‘playful’ approach which allows challenging topics to be discussed in thought-

provoking ways, whilst retaining an optimistic, relaxed and hopefully enjoyable atmosphere. 

o To help create trust, facilitators/artists may choose to make themselves vulnerable in some 

way, for example, by demonstrating their own naive drawing skills; drawing with their non-

dominant hand; or speaking about their own personal connection to the issue at stake. 

Similarly, it can be valuable to demonstrate where participants have considerably greater 

skills than the facilitator, for example, in their knowledge of a health condition. 

This guide to running a series of workshops assumes there has been some preparatory work with the group 

in question, for example, to identify art styles they prefer in order to engage a suitable artist. Suggested 

timings are given, but these can be adjusted depending on the needs of the group. Session outlines are 

based on 2-hour sessions, allowing time for break(s). These can be adjusted for shorter or longer workshops. 

Session 1 
Following introductions, the first session is focused on three activities: identifying key themes for the comic; 

visual ways of representing the health condition in question; and initial ideas for characters.  

Activity 1: Key messages (30-40 mins) 
The initial group discussion is focused around: 

 What messages do we want a comic to convey? 

In particular, thinking about responses to the following questions:  

 What would you like people who don’t have this condition to understand? 

 What do you wish you had known when you were first diagnosed? 

This could either be a whole group discussion or several small groups depending on the size of the group and 

the ways in which they interact. You can record responses using a flipchart or post-its. During this activity, 

focus only on words and ideas, and do not ask participants to begin drawing yet (unless they do so 

spontaneously). Many people are self-conscious of both their creative skills and their drawing ability; 

beginning with this non-drawing activity can help them ease into the creative process without worrying 

about how well they draw.  
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Activity 2: Representing health condition (25-30 mins) 
Comics are particularly good at explaining things using metaphors or visual representation. These don’t have 

to be very complex. For example, migraine might be represented by a series of coloured lightning bolts. The 

question asked in Activity 2 is: 

 What images represent your health condition for you? 

To respond to this question, participants could either draw images or simply describe them depending on 

motor skills and confidence. Alternatively, a series of stock images could be presented and participants 

asked to select those they feel have some connection to their condition. 

Activity 3: Characters (25-30 mins) 
Comics is also a good medium for helping readers to relate to a character. The key question for Activity 3 is: 

 What should the characters in the comic be like, and what stereotypes should they avoid? 

Draw either a) two columns on flipchart, or b) the outline of a person. On each side, write or draw ideas that 

respond to the following questions: 

Left-hand side: What are the stereotypes of people with this health condition? 

Right-hand side: What are people with this health condition really like? 

Like Activity 1, this could be done in small groups or as a whole group. 

Session 2 
The second session explores two aspects of the comic creation process: character design and storyline. 

Activity 1: Plotting a story (45-55 mins) 
Working in small groups, participants come up with ideas for story elements and share them. These could 

include scenes, conversations, settings or plot points. The group may decide to draft a full storyline 

themselves, or they may come up with a collection of ideas that the artist can then synthesize into a 

storyline. The exact form this takes might change depending on themes that emerged during Session 1. In 

the case of the dementia comic, for example, the idea of ‘journeys’ had been a strong theme during Session 

1. We therefore drew a rough sketch of a road from ‘home’ to ‘art class’ and asked the participants to use 

post-its to plot out events that could happen to the characters as they travel on this journey (e.g., catching 

the bus). You can view an example here. 

  

https://dementiacomics.tumblr.com/post/173798699815/session-2-11th-may-cathy-had-prepared-sketches-of
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Activity 2: Character design (35-45 mins) 
Taking account of ideas generated during Session 1 Activity 3, provide participants with sketches of three 

(approx.) possible designs for each of the main characters in the comic. Participants can discuss these in 

small groups or as a whole group. Participants and/or facilitators can draw over the sketches to change 

details, or cut and stick to create composites of more than one character. 

Once the characters have been decided on, small groups take one character each and create a short 

biography that focuses on the person rather than their condition, for example: 

 What is their name? 

 What is their family like? 

 What do they do? 

 What are their hobbies? 

 How does their health condition affect them – in positive and/or negative ways? 

Session 3 
The third session is focused around sharing final character designs and getting initial feedback on rough 

drafts of limited number of pages or scenes from the comic. 

Activity 1: Final character designs (15-20 mins) 
Based on feedback from Session 2, final character designs are shared with the group. As before, participants 

or facilitators might draw over/redraw parts of these in response to comments and suggestions. As a result, 

the final designs for the main characters are agreed by the group. 

Activity 2: Feedback on initial drafts (60-80 mins) 
Share examples of initial drafts for the comic with the group. These could be discussed as small groups or a 

whole group. After giving participants a chance to read or look at the scenes, it can be helpful to read out the 

dialogue/narrative. Participants and/or facilitators can draw or make notes on the sketches in response to 

feedback.  

(We showed the group two pages from different sections of the comic, but you might want to share more or 

less at this stage depending on the group and the amount of feedback). 

Sessions 4 & 5 
During the remaining sessions, increasingly detailed drafts of the comic are shared with participants who 

may provide comments either as part of a discussion or by making notes on or changes to the drafts 

provided. After each round of feedback, the comic is further refined and adapted. Projects may progress at 

different rates at this stage, and more or fewer sessions may be needed.  


